


With its wide range of functions, the Smart Mirror provides 
entertainment and information for every room. A slight tap of a finger 
on its capacitive touchscreen opens your favorite apps. Or simply use 
the built-in voice control function to transform your Smart Mirror into 
your personal assistant - and of course your user-friendly partner for 
your smart home control!
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MIRROR

Mirror Type: CD. Magic Mirror 4mm 
Size: 60cm x 80cm x 2.6cm(w/h/d)

DISPLAY

Screen Size: 21.5” / 55cm 
Resolution: 1920 x 1080

Weight: 13kg net / 19kg gross

Installation: Surface and flush mounting

MALIN 60

MIRROR

Mirror Type: CD. Magic Mirror 4mm 
Size: 80cm x 60cm x 4.5cm(w/h/d)

DISPLAY

Screen Size: 23.6” / 60cm 
Resolution: 1920 x 1080

Weight: 13kg net / 19kg gross

Installation: Surface and flush mounting

MALIN 80
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MIRROR

Mirror Type: CD. Magic Mirror 4mm 
Size: 100cm x 80cm x 4.5cm(w/h/d)

DISPLAY

Screen Size: 21.5” / 55cm 
Resolution: 1920 x 1080

Weight: 18kg net / 42kg gross

Installation: Surface and flush mounting

MALIN 100

MIRROR

Mirror Type: CD. Magic Mirror 4mm 
Size: 120cm x 80cm x 5.4cm(w/h/d)

DISPLAY

Screen Size: 43” / 109cm 
Resolution: 1920 x 1080

Weight: 43kg net / 50kg gross

Installation: Surface and flush mounting

MALIN 120
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COMMERCIAL USE

Liquid Beauty AI is always project specific, both in size 
and shape and its technical requirements. While MALIN 
can meet nearly any requirements an architect or interior 
designer may have in terms of shape, lighting and size, our 
IT department is skilled to provide a custom solution to 
make MALIN the perfect virtual butler. 
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The 10 point capacitive touchscreen 
allows the intuitive use of this interactive 
Smart Mirror. The touchscreen does 
not require any pressure and makes 
operating the Smart Mirror a playful act 
of ease. A special anti-fingerprint coating 
reduces fingerprints and facilitates the 
cleaning and care. An Android remote 
control can also be provided should a 
touchscreen not be required.

The Android based operating system 
enables the use of various apps and 
functions which you may use and which 
will accompany you in your everyday 
life. Simply link your account to it and 
start the day with your favorite playlists, 
your calendar and desired news. The 
integrated microphone allows for easy 
smart home control via voice command.

The built-in splash-proof speakers ensure 
the use in wet areas and produce a 
clear sound. They furthermore serve 
for the continued interaction with the 
mirror using voice control. You may also 
connect to external loudspeakers or 
stereo systems via WiFi / Lan 
or Bluetooth.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Liquid Beauty AI touchscreen monitors in sizes 
from 11” to 43”

Ultra-bright screens available up to 700 NITs 

Liquid Beauty AI Specialty Mirror glass to allow 
monitor to vanish completely

Integrated Motion Sensor to awaken MALIN 
upon approach

Basic Software included; customized software available
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APPLE IPAD SYSTEM
iOS-based operating system provides 
comfort and rapid customer experience

HIGH-QUALITY 
MIRROR GLASS

iOS-based operating system provides 
comfort and rapid customer experience

TOUCHSCREEN
The touchscreen can be operated 
without pressure and simply with 
playful ease

HD CAMERA SYSTEMS
The mirror has a safe on/off function 
switch, which will protect your privacy
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Portland, London, Milan, Tokyo
503.832.8877

info@liquidbeautyai.com
info@luxedigitalnow.com
www.liquidbeautyai.com
www.luxedigitalnow.com

LUXE DIGITAL NOW - LIQUID BEAUTY AI


